Introduction
This study presents and evaluates new caching algorithms for sequentially accessed data that is being concurrently used by several processes or jobs. This type of access is common in many data processing environments.
In this paper, we focus on batch processing, which is often dominated by concurrent sequential access to data. Several of our algorithms are applicable to other domains in which sequential scanning of data is common, such aa query processing or long running transactions in database systems. A survey of rellated prior work can be found in the full version of this plaper
[1].
Problem Statement
There are M datasets (files) in the system, which are denoted D1, D2,...,
D~.
The system processes a set of batch jobs denoted J1, J2,. . . . JN. All of the jobs are ready to execute when the batch window begins and we assume that they can be processed in any order. A Use Bit Set = 5,7,9,10,11,13.15
UseTlme ( We compared the cache management algorithms using Figure 
Summary
We also studied the performance of an algorithm that schedules jobs based on datasets accessed to increase inter-job reuse of data. There are several possible areas for further work on the problems studied in this paper.
These include enhancing the algorithms to deal with updates and non-sequential 1/0 activity. 
